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Highlights 

► Effect of these toxins was negative on feeding behavior of kutum. and lead to 
reduce the number of prey caught hunting efficiency and increase in catch time. 
 
► In all the three groups, the number of prey caught, hunting efficiency and 
searching time for prey were statistically significant compared to control treatment 
(P<0.05). 

► Negative effects in Hinosan were more than Cobalt chloride and mixed them. 
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Importance 

Feeding behavior is one of the behaviors that are used in toxicity assessment 
studies. But Study of behavior rarely are used for determines the effects of toxins in 
fish. Unsuitable behavioral responses to environmental stimuli due to pollution can 
be dangerous for organisms. In some studies, changes in quality of feeding as an 
indicator are used for evaluating the effects of toxins. Due to the entry types of 
pollutants due to the entry types of pollutants on the other hand unclear effect this 
pollution on feeding behavior of Rutilus frisii kutum, is reason for completion of 
this study. 

 
 

Introduction (Hypothesis and aims) 

The pollution of water bodies with heavy metals has attained a global scale. In this 
extremely dangerous group of toxicants, the most widely distributed are compound 
of mercury, copper, Cobalt, lead, zinc, etc. they render diverse effects on fish. 
Pollution of the aquatic environment is a negative factor, significantly influencing 
feeding of fish and their foraging behavior. The information data indicate the general 
character of the decrease in feeding intensity or discontinuation of feeding 
manifested in all fish, without exception, under the action of pollutants of various 
composition and origin. Information on the actual impact of toxicants on the behavior 
of animals, fish included, is useful for estimation of the danger to man from 
pollutants of the aquatic environment. 
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